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Company Overview Idea Cellular, popularly called as Idea is an Indian mobile network operator company. Idea started
its operations in 

Its circle offices are located in 17 states. Marketers, writers, and media managers handle online marketing and
campaigns. Idea has consistently stayed ahead of the industry in VLR reporting. Using the latest in
technology, Idea provides world-class service delivery through the most extensive network of customer touch
points, comprising nearly 4, exclusive Idea outlets, and over 7, call centre seats. Idea ranks among the top 10
country operators in the world with a traffic of over 1. The Indian economy is growing at faster rate , and most
important the population of India the mostly youth , so entering in the Indian market will be a good sign of
investment , the government of India is putting good effort in encouraging the FDI in the country by providing
tax benefits. Value: The Indian Telecom sector is the biggest telecom sector in the world, which has not been
affected by economic downturn Antony A. Staff: the strengths and weaknesses of the organization's key
people. Airtel and Reliance have always been the first ones in expanding their operation expeditiously as
compared to other players in the industry. Technological Resources analysis: Idea Cellular invests huge
amount in the innovation embedded solution to enhance its technology, network, wireless space and Customer
Relationship Management Our Partners,  The book illustrates what the authors believe is the high growth and
profits an organization can generate by creating new demand in an uncontested market space, or a "Blue
Ocean", than by competing head-to-head with other suppliers for known customers in an existing industry.
Marry that with growing urbanisation, and it is a safe guess that well over a third of all Lok Sabha
constituencies will have a sizeable middle class and urban voter base. Profit analysis: Physical Resources: Idea
cellular is a public listed company having license to operate in 22 areas. No industrial license required for
setting up manufacturing units for telecom equipment. It will adapt faster to new trends, and marketers will be
encouraged to focus on low-cost products and services because youngsters usually have less money. Age
distribution: The telecom industry in India like Vodafone, Airtel, Idea etc are selling their products according
to various age distribution basis. A recent study indicated that the number of immune cancer cells doubled in
mice exposed to microwaves. With the entry of private sector in the provision of telecommunication services a
need was felt to have an independent regulatory body. Consumer buying patterns - The buying behaviour of
the customers in India is changing , the customers are shifting to buy the new products and service according
the offers and schemes available to them. Until , the Indian Telegraph Act of and the Wireless Telegraph Act
of provided the legal basis for the central government's telecommunications monopoly. Initially, there were
wired phones which are not hazardous to our health and also to the environment. Customers believe internet
and data should be treated the same by service providers and the government. Structure: Organization Chart,
Departments, the number of management layers 4. Several surveys have found increases of symptoms
depending upon proximity to electromagnetic sources such as mobile phone base stations. Organogram: Mr. In
present scenario, telecommunication services are widely used all over the world. Foreign institutional
investors own about 25 per cent of India's listed stock. Our Mission: To deliver superior value to our
customers, shareholders, employees and society at large. Every 4th mobile user who exercises choice through
MNP, prefers Idea. Idea has received several national and international recognitions for its path-breaking
innovations in mobile telephony products and services. In the late s and early s protests against poor service by
subscribers, politicians, industrialists, and business leaders coincided with global and national pressure for
liberalization. Long-Term Goal etc. Full reparability of dividend income and capital invested in the telecom
sector. Change in tastes and preferences: As we know price war is going on so the customer can shift over to
next brand which cost less to him so the company has to go according to the needs and preferences of the
customer. Govt is providing various tax benefits and subsidies to the players which are in research and
development fields of telecom sector , the govt has also open various research institutes where the research is
done with the collaboration of various private research companies. Economy Trends The continuing
dominance of youth - Youngsters are different from oldies in a hundred ways, and anyone can make a long list
of the differences. Simultaneously, the company has improved its fixed assets efficiency. This can drive prices
plus revenue up depending on location, amount of customers in an area, and the need for telecommunication
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services. Weakness This section is available only in the 'Complete Report' on purchase. They create social
media pages, advertisements on sites, and digital marketing campaigns to reach customers around the world.


